CHA CHA CHA de AMOR

Choreography by: Howard & Anna Hoffman, 305 Williams Drive, Schaumburg, Illinois, 60193 Phone 847-891-2383 Release Date 8-29-08 E-mail to Hofdance@aol.com

Music: Cha Cha Cha de Amor by Havana Mambo
CD Readers Digest Music, Mambo No. 5, Ballroom Dance Favorites Available from iTunes Music Downloads

Rhythm/Phase: Cha Cha Phase IV
Music Speed: As downloaded
Footwork: Opposite throughout directions for M (and for W where noted).
Sequence: Intro A B Interlude A Ending

****** INTRODUCTION (8 Measures) ****

BFLY POS FCNG PARTNER & WALL W/ LEAD FEET FREE WAIT 2 MEAS;;; CIRCLE AWAY 2 & A CHA; TOG 2 & A CHA BFLY; FULL CHASE BLND BFLY;;;


****** PART A (16 Measures) ****

1/2 BASIC; CRAB WALKS;; SPOT TURN LOD; BRK BK OPN FC LOD W/ CHA;
WALK 2 & 2 CHA; CIRCLE AWAY 2 & CHA; TOG 2 & CHA BFLY; CHASE W/ PEEK-A-BOO BFLY;;;
ALEMANA;; LARIAT BFLY;;


****** PART B (20 Measures) ****

SHLDR TO SHLDR TWICE;; 1/2 BASIC; AIDA; SWITCH CROSS REV; CUCARACHA REV BFLY; CROSS BODY BFLY COH;; REPEAT MEASURES 1 THRU 8 TO BFLY POS WALL;; ;;;;; TIME STEPS TWICE BFLY; ;;;

. . . . . . INTERLUDE (8 Measures) . . . . . .
TRVLNG DOOR TWICE OP LOD;; FWD & BK BASIC;; CIRCLE AWAY 2 & CHA; TOG 2 & CHA BFLY; CUCARACHA L & R;;

. . . . . . ENDING (4 Measures) . . . . . .
FULL BASIC;; FENCE LINE REV; HOLD THEN STOMP 3 TIMES;